
Wunderlich »ATON« LED auxiliary headlight - black  
(Item-No.: 28340-602)

Thanks to LED technology, they consume less power while 
being extremely bright and long-lasting

They provide a significant plus for active and passive safety 
thanks to the visibly balanced enlargement of the front silhouette 
and appearance of the motorcycle
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Wunderlich is adding to its »ATON« range and is now offering 
the tried and tested LED auxiliary headlights for the current F 
750 GS, F 850 GS and F 850 GS Adventure. The LED technology 
used means they consume less power while being extremely 
bright and long-lasting. They provide a significant plus for acti-
ve and passive safety and are E-tested.

The even, fan-shaped illumination of the road and the signifi-
cantly increased field of vision at night optimise the rider‘s acti-
ve safety. The light spectrum chosen for the LEDs by the BMW 
accessories specialists from Grafschaft ensures realistic colour 
perception at night and thus ensures fatigue-free riding. They 
visibly expand the front silhouette and appearance of the bike 
at the same time. This combined with the colour of the light 
emitted, which also matches the colour of the main headlight, 
gives you decisively better visibility for other road users and 
thus significantly better passive safety. Not just in the rain and 
fog, in twilight or shaded forest roads, but in all possible ligh-
ting situations. This significantly reduces the risk of accidents 
linked to overlooking hazards. The light beam is precisely defi-
ned so that there‘s no chance of blinding oncoming traffic or 
being blinded by scattered light.

The housings are robustly manufactured and composed of 
black anodised aluminium. They are water resistant to protec-
tion class IP67. The brackets are made of black powder-coated 
steel. The model-specific bracket set ensures perfect integration 
of the headlights into the layout of the F model. Wunderlich 
produces its »ATON« LED auxiliary headlights in Germany so 
they come with a 5 year warranty. The set consisting of two 
headlights costs €390.00*).

Wunderlich also offers the tested »ATON« LED auxiliary head-
lights for numerous other BMW models and model series. 

Item-No.: 
28340-602 - Wunderlich »ATON« LED auxiliary headlight -  
      black (€390.00)

Optional:

42839-102 - Wunderlich lamp protection grille for »ATON«  
      auxiliary headlight - black (€99.90)

Web links: 
www.wunderlich.de/en 
Wunderlich »ATON« LED auxiliary headlight - black 
Wunderlich lamp protection grille for »ATON« auxiliary head 
- black

Spot on!
Wunderlich‘s »ATON« LED auxiliary headlight for the BMW F 750 GS, F 850 GS and F 850 GS Adventure

*Prices may vary from country to country

http://www.wunderlich.de/en
https://www.wunderlich.de/shop/en/wunderlich-aton-led-auxiliary-headlight-28340-602.html
https://www.wunderlich.de/shop/en/auxiliary-light-protection-grill-aton-42839-102-1.html
https://www.wunderlich.de/shop/en/auxiliary-light-protection-grill-aton-42839-102-1.html
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... optionally available with lamp protection grille for protec-
tion against kicked up stones (Item-No.: 42839-102)

Wunderlich »ATON« LED auxiliary headlight - ...

The headlight and grille are easy to clean thanks to a practical 
folding function

The lamp protection grills consists of a robust, black coated 
metal structure

Contact:

Wunderlich GmbH

Felix Wunderlich 
(Attorney/ Head of Product Management and Development) 
Innovationspark Rheinland 
Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 6-8 
53501 Grafschaft-Ringen

Tel.:     +49 (0) 2641 3082-600 
E-Mail: fw@wunderlich.de 
Web:    www.wunderlich.de/en/

Herewith, we would like to inform you that there is no 
need to worry about changes in relation to the fact that 
the United Kingdom has left the European Union.

You might be afraid of higher postage rates, custom 
fees or costs for additional services, but this won´t 
 happen during the transition time.

No changes neither higher postage rates, nor additional 
customs fees will apply.

Of course, the shipping time will remain the same and 
no delays for shipments are expected.

The transition time for the trade agreement between 
the UK and EU is estimated until the 31.12.2020.  
Until then everything stays the same.

Best wishes

Your team Wunderlich 

Good to know
To our UK customers,

http://www.wunderlich.de/en/

